
Press release – Festina Lotus SA acquires the assets and rights from the Bankruptcy 
Estate of Anima AB, including hybrid watch brand Kronaby 

Madrid - Spain, March. 08, 2019 – Festina Lotus SA has announced today that it has 
entered into an agreement to acquire from the Bankruptcy Estate of the company Anima 
AB, their assets and intellectual properties, including the hybrid watch brand Kronaby. 
Anima AB, based in Malmö, Sweden – designs, develops, manufactures, markets and 
distributes the hybrid smartwatch brand Kronaby. The acquisition, subject to certain 
conditions, is expected to be finalized in March 2019. Several of Anima/Kronaby 
functions and operations will be integrated into Festina Group. The ten-person Research 
& Development team focusing on Application, Cloud and Analytics development will 
remain in Malmö. The acquisition has been conveyed by Trägårdh's law firm, Malmö, 
Sweden. 

  

"We are happy to be able to find a solution together with Festina Lotus SA. They have a 
long experience of the watch and jewelry business, and we believe that the Festina Group 
will bring great opportunities and vision to the Kronaby brand and the technology it is 
based on” says Pål Borge, co-founder of Kronaby. "The capabilities of the Festina Group 
are so much more extensive and we look forward to see the development of the Kronaby 
brand in the future.” 

  

The President of the Festina Group, Miguel Rodriguez, commented, "It is an important 
acquisition for us, we not only bring in a new brand to our existing portfolio, we also take 
a step into the smartwatch segment. Kronaby has proved to be one of the best hybrid 
smartwatches in the world and the newly integrated people and technology will play an 
important role in the strategic future of our Group. We all know that the world is 
constantly changing and connected devices are something we all have around us in our 
daily life.”  

  

About Kronaby 

Kronaby is part of Anima, a company specializing in purposefully designed smart, 
connected products. Kronaby timepieces honour the love for classic watches which are 
themselves enhanced with the technology to stay connected with what is important. From 
the outside Kronaby watches are authentic and beautiful timepieces made of materials 
and components that will stand the test of time.  With Bluetooth technology the watches 
connect to the smartphone and the consumer interacts with the phone via a user-friendly 
application. The application utilizes different services connected to the cloud offering 
endless experience possibilities for the user. The brand was launched in 2017 and 
Kronaby watches are sold in more than 30 countries around the world. 

  

About the Festina Group 



Founded in the 1980’s the Festina Group is one of the world’s leading names in the watch-
making industry. Its corporate head office is located in Madrid, with an international 
logistics hub based in Barcelona. The company currently produces and markets five 
different watch brands (Festina, Lotus, Candino, Jaguar and Calypso) and two brands of 
jewelry (Lotus Style and Lotus Silver) for the high street. 

	

	


